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Message from NASKA 

Dear friends - Time has flown and our lives have meandered, bustled, took its share of twist and turns 
but inevitably brought us back to that time of the year where we love to say “Hello, how have you all 
been“? NASKA is at the cusp of turning into double digits as we welcome our ninth year of 
celebrations with a sense of hope, enthusiasm and a warm note of Welcome to you all.... you have all 
been missed. 
  
As we grow bigger in scale, larger in number and more elaborate in our celebrations, we do not want 
to miss out on the core ethos of NASKA - you and only you are central to all our celebrations.  It is a 
celebration of humanity, of nurturing bonds, of being for each other and celebrating the joy that is 
life. 
  
Today, with great pleasure, we bring to you an evening of diverse and colorful festivities at 
Pomperaug Regional High School, Connecticut.  As always this year’s Puja will hold its significance to 
a wide spectrum of the attendees in ways that makes you part of the festivities.  From invoking the 
holy mother with the meticulously chanted mantras to conducting the various stages of worship with 
utmost care and reverence, NASKA promises to make this a memorable evening for you. 
  
This year the Puja will be performed by our revered and endearing Shri Samiran Chakraborty from 
New York Kali Mandir, whose authentic rendering of the mantras and eye for the detail has found 
overwhelming love and appreciation from you. 
  
NASKA is thankful, more than ever, to all our sponsors and devotees for their support and renewed 
confidence every year.  It is your love, energy and unconditional support that motivates us to come 
together and put up the event at a grander scale every year. 
  
Many of us have lived and grown up at a time when Bengali music evolved to embrace western trends 
and the guitar strumming Bangali had made its way into our hearts.  “Mohiner Ghodaguli” is an 
intense romanticism and throwback to our times when being a rebel was a way of life.  Times changed 
and Bangla Band became mainstream. This year we wanted to celebrate the sepia tone of a bygone 
afternoon from the nineties with the colloquial - “bondhu tomay e gaan sonabo bikelbelay”. In 
keeping with our endeavor to mix eclectic with the traditional, NASKA will present a musical evening 
with none other than a cult icon of modern Bangla Band - Chandrabindoo.  A band that boasts 
versatile musicians like Anindya , Chandril and Upal amongst others this evening NASKA invites you 
to plunge in the nostalgia and fervor of your favorite band of boys. 
  
As we step into our ninth year, we make every effort to create a caring, compassionate community 
that engages and embraces people of all cultural, ethnic, and spiritual background. 
  
As you read this note, the evening of celebrations would have rung in with the holy recitals, warm 
murmers, busy footsteps and an air filled with love and bonhomie.  We thank you for your gracious 
presence and wish you all love, luck and good health every step of your way. 
  
Let the celebrations begin.d 
 
With best regards, 
NASKA Executive Committee 
Nov 3rd, 2018 

 



Events 

3:00PM to 6:00PM : Puja(worship)  

5:30PM : Puspanjali(flower offerings) 

6:00PM : Prasad(MAA's blessing) distribution 

6:00PM to 8:30PM : Dinner 

8:30PM : Chandrabindu live in concert  
 

 

 

NASKA Presents  
 

CHANDRABINDU 
 

 
  



From the Editor’s Desk 

 
Standing at the brink of “Navam” year celebration, I would like to express my sincere 
gratitude to the almighty “Navarupini” Devi for giving us strength, courage and resources to 
continue this puja successfully year after year.  All our arrangements and preparation would 
have been futile if her blessings were not with us.  We try our best and leave the rest to her.  
As I was preparing this magazine a line of famous “Shyama Sangeet” reverberated in my mind 

throughout “ত োমোর কমম  ুমম কর মো, ত োকক বক  কমর আমম” 
 
Throughout the year, NASKA executive committee puts their utmost effort to make Kalipuja 
an unforgettable event of the year.  Every attempt has been made to make this evening 
magnanimous.  I sincerely hope that this souvenir magazine would also contribute to the 
cause and take you to the seventh heaven of reading pleasure. 
 
This magazine showcases literary works of writers and creative geniuses of artists from 
around the world.  I am grateful to all those who have so graciously contributed their work 
for everyone to enjoy. 
 
I would like to send a special thanks to Ms. Sangeeta Ray for creating the brilliant Patachitra 
of Maa Kali which is showcased in the cover of this year’s magazine. 
 
I would also like to thank all the sponsors and business owners for their advertisements in 
this magazine. 
 
I would like to mention that neither NASKA, Inc., nor the members of its Executive Committee 
nor I are responsible, in any shape or form, for any opinion expressed (or implied) by an 
artist, author or advertiser in this magazine. 
 
I wish you all the best and hope you will enjoy reading this magazine as much as you enjoy 
the Puja. 
 
 

Animesh Chandra 
November 3rd, 2018 

 
 
 

 
 

 



  



  



With Greetings  
& 

Best compliments 
 

from 

 
Sameer Bhavsar 

5 Padanaram Road 

Danbury, CT 06811 

Ph – (203) 791 2944 

 



Friends 
[Remembering Late Pradip Basu] 

Nitis Mukhopadhyay 
 

 
Friends who come along the way 
They may go far or decide to stay 
They make me laugh 
They laugh with me. 
They are there when I cry 
Through thick and thin 
They stand by my side 
No judgment or pity. 
Time moves on its own schedule 
And some friends do depart – 
Some begin new lives 
Bravely chart a brand new start. 
Some never come back 
They make me laugh no more 
They are not there when I cry 
They vanish right before my eyes. 
One thing I cherish that I know is true 
Memories and times we shared 
All frustrations we dared 
Remain always etched inside us. 
Those who stay, come what may – 
No matter what others may say 
Those who depart, hold in our hearts. 

I saw you other day leaning against 
The wall: You were standing alone 
We exchanged hesitant glances 
I began approaching you 
But, the separation too long. 
People are so judgmental – 
You were either a gem or trash 
I was so cruel myself – 
Sadness filled my heart 
As memories came rushing 
Like fire and rain. 
You said good‐bye 
You left us alone 
Judgments don’t matter no more 
Not realizing we are each holding 
Our own bucket‐lists all alone 
Waiting for the last train. 
Made a move to go touch your hand 
Give you a hug: You mattered in life 
But, false pride got the worst in me. 
Just when you smiled at me – 
I did not return a smile 
Holding back the excruciating pain. 
I lost big time – 
Come snow, rain or shine 
Will never bring back my friend 
Smiling back at me again. 



MY CAT RIET  
Trinabh Ray 

 
 
My cat Riet, 

  He is the best. 

Please be quiet 

  Because he’s at rest. 

 

When he wakes up 

  He’ll want food. 

I’ll give him fish in a cup 

  And he'll be in a good mood. 

 

Then he’ll trap mice 

  And also the rats 

that steal the rice 

  And are afraid of cats. 

 

This is why my dear Riet 

  Is truly the best. 

But don’t forget to be quiet 

  Because he is at rest. 

 

 

 

 
Aryan Mukherjee –5th Grade 

 

 
Aayush Mukherjee – 3rd Grade 

 



কলকাতা 

মিবোজী বযোনোজী 
নমিনী একটো ত খো তেকেকে  
আকর ম খকবো ব ক ই মক ত খো যোে? 
কোম  ত ো মনকবর ডগোর আকগই শুমককে যোকে  
কী তবোকডম  বসক ও একই অবস্থো  
নমিনী একটো ত খো তেকেকে। 
 
ও তেকেকে আমোর মরকসন্ট ক কো ো  
যোত্রোর একটো নযোকরিন  
শুরু ককরমে োম মবমোন যোত্রো মিকে  
এেোর ইমিেোর সু-কুখযোম  তবকে  
ত খোক ো তবমি দূর একগোক ো নো। 
 
নো এেোর ইমিেোর তকোকনো তিোষ তনই  
ওভোর বুকড ফ্লোইট এর জোম্প মসট  
গুক োও ভম ম  তিখ োম  
আর নোনো জোেগো বযোি এইড মিকে তজোড়ো  
মকন্তু কোাঁ টোে কোাঁ টোে ত  াঁকেকে  
মিল্লী ও ক কো ো  
নেক ো তস কম ক ো! 
 
মসটগুক ো তিখ োম হ মি কুমকুম রকের। 
তগরুেোকরণ? জোমননো,  কব  
তিখক  তবি ঢকের। 
এেোরক োটম  গ োনুগম ক  
শুধু তসই মোনুষটি মনক  এক ন নো  
টোনো একসকেন গ  কুমড় বের  
এখন উর্দ্ম  ত োকক। 
 
বোই োস মিকে বোমড় তযক  তযক   
ক  বড় বড় বোমড় ও তহোকট   
JW Marriott ও একস তগকে তিমখ  
রোজীব িো নো এই িহরটোকক  
তমকর তেক মেক ন তসই ককব? 
এই বযবসো গুক ো ে কে মক ককর  কব? 
আিোর বযো োরীর তবকোর মেন্তো আর মক! 
 
 ুকজো কোকেই,  কে  কে েীকমর কোঠোকমো  
 মরব ম ন এর ক কো োর সকে মোনোনসই; মকন্তু কুকমোরটুম ?  
তস বযো োকর তন োকির তেোকখ ঠুম   
একই সংগ্রোম,একই উক ক্ষো  
ে কে হো  আর  ুম । 

 

তিখক  তগমে দূগমো প্রম মো গড়ো  
আকে, আর গকণি ভরো ভরো  
নো নো গজ িকন্ত তকোকনো মবকেষ তনই তমোর  
 কব ধকরমন এখকনো জো ীে োবোকির ত োর। 
 
AV সু্কক র উকটো মিকক, নবীন িোস এখকনো আকে  
ভকে আমে রকসোকগোল্লো, রসগুল্লো নো হকে যোে  োকে  
বোেো ী মসেোরো? তিিবনু্ধ বো গোেুরোকমর কোাঁ কে। 
 
যোাঃ, আমোর  ুকরোকনো নন এমস তস ুনটো উকঠ তগকে  
অগ যো তবমি  েসোে েু  তককট এ োম  
 কব সোকবমক বোজোর গুক ো আকে এখকনো তবি  
ম  আর সু োর মোককম ট  
এখকনো করক   োকরমন মনককষ। 
 
এমিক ওমিক তযক  উকবর ও োর তম ো  
সবোর হোক  েো োক তেোকন তসই সব App তখো ো  
হ ুি টযোমি, টোনো মরিো আকে এখকনো  
উকঠমে কখকনো সখকনো  
আর তিকখমে মোনুষ, বোস বো মমমনক  ে ো। 
 
আকগ ভোক ো তরকতোরো?  োকম  মিট যোও  
এখন অম ক  গম ক  গ্রীক ত বোমনস খোও  
 কব  ুকরোকনো গুক োও আকে টিকক  
তিখ োম দু একটো তেকখ  
তযমন অম্বর বো রেো । 
 
বোং ো ভোষোর কির কম, ইংকরজী ব ো েোই  
তনহো  নো  োরক , মহিীই সই।  
 ককট যোকির গরম,  োরো  ড়ক  যোে বোইকর  
কম  যোাঃ ুকরর তেটোস তমোকট নোই তর। 
 
যোক তমোকটর ও র ভোক ো আকে আমোর ক কো ো  
তেোটকব োর বনু্ধ গুক ো এখকনো ধকর েো ো  
ওকির জকনযই মেকর মেকর যোই  
ন ুন দু একজনও খুাঁকজ  োই  
প্রোকণর আরোম, মকনর িোমন্ত  
িহর ক কো ো। 

 



 

সু্কল বাস 
মিবোজী বযোনোজী 

 

সবকেকে মমস কমর ভোই  

মুমড়র টিকনর মক ো বোসটো, 

তভোরকব োে তযটো েকড়  

করক  তয ুম ক্লোসটো। 

 

ইসু্কক  আমম মে ুম  

তনহোৎ অগো েোত্র, 

 কব সু্ক টি মে  অনয রকম  

 োই  কড়মন তবত্র। 

 

ক্লোস েোইভ অবমধ তমোকির  

মে  নোক ো  রীক্ষো ! 

 োড়োর সবোই ব ক ো, ওকর  

তবোকডম  মগকে  োমব অক্কো। 

 

মকন্তু তসসব ত ো ত খো  ড়ো  

মকনর অকনক দূকর,  

আস  মজো নী  বোকসক   

হো   ো িব্দ েুকড়। 

 

যোওেোর বোসটো গল্প গুজব  

হোওেো তখক  তখক , 

তেরোর বোকস আস  মজো  

েুটির আকমকজক । 

 

 ো  হ ুি আর সবুজ তমরুন  

কেো কোটোকোটি,  

বকড়ো তখ োর আকগ  কর 

কী  ের েো োটি। 

 

সুরমজৎ আর বোব ু িোর  

তেহ ভরো িোষকন, 

বুমিমন েুকরোক ো কখন  

বোকসর তমেোি, জীবকন। 

 

যমি এমন হক ো আহো  

ওই বোকসই তেক  আমে! 

বনু্ধকিরককও ত  োম খুাঁকজ  

হোক র কোেোকোমে। 

 

 

  



 

  

 
 

  



দিলীপ চক্রবতী 

  

 



 



গণেণের দুগ্গা পূণ া 

অঙ্গনা মুখার্জ্জী সাহা 
 

“ডোম ম, তখ োর ত োিোকটো গম কে তন জ মি!” হোরু িোর কেোে ত োর কোট  ডোম কমর।  

আজ সকো  তেককই ডোম কমর মনটো বড় খোরো ! কোকজ আসোর আকগ গকণি তক কড়ো ককর বকক একসকে ও! গকণি ডোম কমর 

 োাঁ ে বেকরর তেক । এমমনক  বড় িোন্ত তেক  গকণি,  কব  ূকজোর কটো মিন বড্ড েঞ্চ  হকে ওকঠ। হকবই ত ো, দুগ্গো  ূকজো তয 

ওর সবকেকক মপ্রে  ূকজো! বোেনো টোও তবকড় যোে ওর। হোজোরটো আবিোর প্রশ্নোকোকর িমরকে তিে- “মো ঠোকুর তিখক  মনকে যোমব 

নো এবোর?”, “মো বরকের েুসমক মককন মিমব ত ো?”, “মো তটোটোর একটো তখ নো বিুক আকে, ও আমোে তিকব বক কে,  ুই শুধু 

কযো  মককন মিমব?”, “মো, গকণি ঠোকুর িোিোর ত টটো মক তমোটো,  োহক  আমোর ত টটো সব সমে  কড় েোকক তকন?”, “মো 

এবোর বোবোকক ব মব মরিোটো ককর ত োরোক , অ  হোাঁ টক  আমোর  ো টো বযেো ককর” আকরো ক  মক!  

ডোম ম  োবুর মভ কর মগকে তোঁ ড়ো িোমড়টো বিক  তখ োর তিখোকনোর েুমড়িোরটো  কর মন । তসটোক ও দুকটো ম নকট েুকটো হকে 

তগকে, হোরুিোকক একবোর বক মে  বকট বিক  একটো ন ুন েুমড়িোর মককন মিক । হোরু িো বক মে , “ওই েুকটো তমোকটই কোকরো 

তেোকখ  ড়কব নো, আকরো তবি মকেুমিন ে কব এটো”। 

ডোম ম  োবুর বোইকর তবমরকে এ । হোরু িো  খনও খুাঁটি  ুাঁ কে,  কোই খুাঁটির মোকির িমড়টো ককষ বোাঁ ধকে। গুটি ককেক ত োক 

জমো হক  হক  তবি মভড় ককর এসকে সোমকনটো। সবোই িোাঁ মড়কে রকেকে কখন তখ ো শুরু হকব! 

মিনও একমিন এই মভকড়র মকধযই মমকি মে । এই মভকড়র মকধয তেককই ও তবকে মনকেমে  মিনকক। ডোম কমর  খন কুমড় 

বের বেস হকব। বোমড়ক  িোমরদ্র ো আর মোকের উ র বোবোর মন য অ যোেোকরর জ্বো োে ডোম মকক তকোমর তবাঁকধ নোমক  হকেমে  

কোজ তখোাঁ জোর জনয। রোতোর তহোকটক র বোসন মোজো তেকক, ইট ভোটোে কোজ করো  যমন্ত, মক নো ককরমে  ডোম ম! তভকবমে  

একটো বোর একটু ভোক োম  মনকজর  োকে িোাঁ ড়োক   োরক  মোকক তবর ককর আনকব ওই বোমড় তেকক। মগমরধোরী তহোকটক  কোজ 

করোর সমে ওর আ ো  হে খকের হোরু েন্দ্রর সোকে! মোম ক মগমরধোরী বোসন মোজোকনোর সোকে সোকে আকরো এটো তসটো করোক  

েোক  ডোম মকক মিকে বোম ম  দু  োাঁ ে টোকোর মবমনমকে। একমিন একটো সরু প্লোমেককর টুক র উ র িোাঁ মড়কে, রোন্নো করর তবি 

উ র মিককর একটো মি ো  োম র  োক  মরস্কোকরর সমে হোরু েন্দ্রর নজকর আকস ডোম ম!  

ডোম মকক তডকক হোরুিো মজকেস ককর, “ক  টোকো  োস তর তমকে এখোকন কোজ ককর?” 

“প্রম মিন কুমড় টোকো!” 

“কুমড় টোকো? এ  বোসন তমকজ? আমোর সোকে কোজ করমব? আমম  ঞ্চোি টোকো তিকবো!” 

কী কোজ নো শুকনই হযোাঁ  ককর মিকেমে  ডোম ম। 



হোরুিো যখন ওকক মনকে এ  কোজ তবোিোক , ডোম কমর ত ো মোেোে হো ! 

“এ কী ব কেো হোরু িো? এ কোজ আমম  োরব তকমকন? ওমিকক মগমর বোবুককও তয বক  এ োম আর কোজ করব নো? আমোর তয দু 

কূ ই তগ !” 

“মকেু যোেমন।  োরমব!  ুই ঠিক  োরমব! আমম ত োকক তসমিন  ো  ো টুক র উ র উকঠ রোন্নো র  মরস্কোর করক  তিকখমে! ত োর 

বযো যোন্স জবরিত! ত োর িরীকরর গঠনও  ো  ো।  ুই খুব ভোক ো  োরমব ভোরসোমযর তখ ো তিখোক !” 

“ োই বক  িমড়র উ র মিকে ে ক  হকব?” 

“হযোাঁ ! মিমখকে তিকবো ত োকক! কোেিো আকে ওর একটো!” 

খুব তবমিমিন  োকগমন ডোম কমর ওই তখ ো মিখক । কখনও বো মোেোে হোাঁ মড় মনকে, কখনও বো দু তকোক  দুকটো ক মস মনকে 

ডোম ম যখন আকোকি ভোসমোন ম কম কক িমড়র উ র মিকে তহাঁ কট তয , তখ ো তিখক  আসো উ কে  ড়ো মভড় হো  োম ক  

তেকট  ড় । 

অমনই এক মভকড় হো  োম  মিক  েোকো মিনকক তেোকখ  কড়মে  ডোম কমর! তরোজ ত ো ক  ত োকই আকস ওর তখ ো 

তিখক , মকন্তু মিনকক ও একবোর নে, দুবোর নে, বোর বোর তিকখকে! হো ককর মগ   ওর তখ ো!  

 োর র একমিন মিনই এমগকে আকস। তহকস প্রিংসো ককর ডোম কমর িক্ষ োর! ডোম ম উ কভোগ ককর মিকনর ভোক ো োগো! 

বোড়ক  েোকক গকল্পর সম্ভোর! 

মিন মজকেস ককর, “ত োর ভে ককর নো এমন তখ ো তিখোক ? যমি  কড় যোস?” 

“তকন,  ুই ত ো আমেস, ধকর মনমব!” সখয ো  মরণ  হে তপ্রকম! 

েট ট মবকের মসর্দ্োন্ত মনকে তেক  ডোম ম। মোকক বক , “একবোর আমোর মবকেটো হক  িোও, ত োমোে আমোকির বোমড় মনকে যোব। 

 ুমম আমোর আর মিকনর কোকে েোককব!” 

মকন্তু ডোম কমর তসই স্বপ্ন  ূণম হে নো। আ োিমতক বিক  যোে মবকের  র মিন! ডোম কমর মোকক  কর একন ত ো ো ত ো দূকরর 

কেো, ডোম কমর যত্ন আমিই ঠিক ম  করক   োকর নো তস। সোরোমিন মরিো েো োকনোর  র বোমড়ই তেকর নো অকধমক মিন। সোরোমিকনর 

উ োজম ন উমড়কে তিে তবো ক র  র তবো   মকি! 

অ রমিকক ডোম কমর জনমপ্রে ো তিকখ ওর দিমনক  োমরশ্রমমক বোমড়কে তিে হোরু িো। এখন আর  ঞ্চোি টোকো নে, প্রম  তিোক  

তয কটো টোকো ওকঠ  ো প্রোে ম নভোকগ ভোগ ককর তিে হোরু;  কোই, ডোম ম আর মনকজর মকধয।   

দু  েসো মিকে সংসোকর সোহোযয করোরো মুকরোি তনই মিকনর, উকট ডোম মকক কেো তিোনোক  েোকড় নো তস, “মককর তেমমড়! 

 জ্জো ককর নো ত োর? এককিোটো  র  ুরুকষর সোমকন তনকে তনকে তখ ো তিখোক   জ্জো ককর নো ত োর?” 

অেে একমিন এই তখ ো তিকখই মন গক মে  মিকনর!  



মো দুাঃখ ককর বক , “ ুই ভোগয ককর জন্মোসমন ডোম ম! ত োর বো টোও ওরকম, আর এখন বরটোও জুট  এমন!  ুই ভোগয ককর 

জন্মোসমন!” 

ডোম ম মকন্তু হো  েোকড় নো! জীবকনর  ড়োই  ড়ক  েোকক অটুট মবশ্বোস মনকে, তয একমিন সব ঠিক হকে যোকব! ঠিক হে  হে 

নো মকেুই, মকন্তু ডোম কমর মবশ্বোস আকরো মজবু  হে গকণিকক ত কট ধরোর সোকে সোকে!  

“ডোম ম মি, সব দ মর। এবোর যোও  ুমম”,  কোই কোাঁ কধ হো  মিকে িোাঁ কোে ডোম কমর।  

ডোম ম এমগকে েক  মভকড়র মিকক। তেোট মইটো তবকে উকঠ িোাঁ ড়োে িমড়টোর উ র।  কোইকের তেকক হোাঁ মড় গুক ো তেকে তনে।  

গকণি জন্মোকনোর আকগর সো মোস তখ ো তিখোকনো বন্ধ মে  ডোম কমর। সংসোকরর খরে এবং তরোজগোর বযতোনু োম ক হক  শুরু 

ককর। ন ুন প্রোকণর আগমকনর কেো তভকব তবমি কসর  করো ত ো দূকরর কেো, মিন মকির  মরমোণ মেগুণ ককর তিে।  কর 

অকধমক মিন হোাঁ মড় েোাঁ কো েোকক  শুরু ককর। মিন মকন্তু ঠিক মনকজরটো বুকি মন , তখকে মন  বোইকর তেকক। মখকিে ত ট জ্ব   

ডোম কমর। তরিকনর তমোটো িোনোর মেমন জক  গুক  ঢকঢক ককর েুমুক মি  ডোম ম। মকেু ত ো ত কট  ড়কব! নে  প্রোণটোকক 

বোাঁ েোকব কী ককর?   

 োর র তযমিন তেোট্ট গকণকির তিহটো মনকজর দুহোক র মোকি প্রেম  ুক  মন  ডোম ম, জীবকনর সব দুাঃখ তযন  ুকে তগ  এক 

 হমোে! মো তসই সমে অকনক সোহোযয ককরকে! তকোেো তেকক টোকো ত   জোনো তনই ডোম কমর,  কব মোকি মোকিই নোম র 

জনয মনকে আস  িরকোমর মবমভন্ন মজমনস।  

িরীর আকগর অবস্থোে মেরক  তযকটো মিন সমে  োকগ,  োর র ডোম ম আবোর মেকর তগ  হোরুিোর কোকে।   মিকন ডোম কমর 

জোেগো মনকে মনকেকে অনয এক তমকে!  বু ডোম ম আর গকণকির মুখ তেকে হোরুিো তেরোক   োকরমন ডোম মকক।  কব একটো 

তিো ত    মিকন যুক্ত হকেকে আকরো হকরক রকম তখ ো। েক  ডোম কমর তখ ো তিখোবোর সমকে ভোগ বমসকেকে অনযোনয তখ ো। 

কোকজই টোকোর  মরমোণও ককমকে। আকগ তয কটো টোকো আস , ম নজকনর মকধয ভোগ হ । এখন  োক  যুক্ত হকেকে আকরো 

অকনকক।  োর উ র  এ ত ো আর নোম করো সোকম োস নে, গ্রোকমগকে, িহকর িহকর, মবমভন্ন তম োে তম োে  ুকর  ুকর তখ ো 

তিখোকনো। তকোকনো টিমককটর বযবস্থো তনই। তখ ো তিখকে হে  এককিো জন, মকন্তু টকো তিওেোর তব োে মোঠ েোাঁ কো! অকনককই 

ত ো মবমড় টোনক  টোনক  আকস, মকনোরমে  হে,  োর র টুক ককর তখ ো তিষ হকে হকে তিকখ  োম কে যোে! তজোর ত ো 

করো যোে নো, যোর ইেো হকব তিকব। এেোড়ো আজকো কোর মিকন েোরমিকক এ  রককমর মকনোরেন হকেকে, বড় বড় মসকনমো 

হক  তরোজ িিটো ককর মসকনমোর তিো রকেকে, মবমভন্ন মেম  োকম  রকেকে, ত মন আর ত োক হে নো ওকির তখ ো তিখোর জনয। 

শুধু এই  ূকজোর সমেটো ত োকক যখন ঠোকুর তিখক  আকস,  খন  যোকিক র বোইকর িোাঁ মড়কে  কড় তবি উ কভোগ ককর এই 

তখ ো। দুগমো মো সোক্ষী েোকক বক  মকনো জোনো যোে নো,  কব  ূকজোর কটো মিন যোরো তখ ো তিকখ, তমোটোমুটি সবোই ই টোকো মিকে 

যোে!    



ডোম ম মোেোে হোাঁ মড় মনকে দু হো  দুমিকক  োমখর ডোনোর ম  ককর তমক  ে ক  শুরু কর  িমড়র উ র মিকে। েোরমিকক সবোই 

হো  োম  মিকে। ডোম মও হোমস মুখ ককর মবমভন্ন কোেিো তিমখকে যোকে! মোকি  ো টো একবোর হঠোৎ তেঁক  উঠ  ডোম কমর! 

এমমনক ই বেস হকেকে ডোম কমর, তেহোরোও আকগর তেকে একটু ভোরী হকেকে। আকগর ম  আর অ   োকর নো! এই ত ো 

মকেুমিন আকগই তখ ো তিখোক  মগকে  কড় মগকে হো   ো েকড় তগমে  ক টো, ভোকেমন তয এই রক্ষো!  োর উ র আজ সোরোমিন 

ধকর ষষ্ঠীর উক োস ককর রকেকে ও। উ রন্তু মনটোও তয বড় েঞ্চ  হকে রকেকে গকণকির জনয। 

তসই ককব তেকক বোেনো ধকরকে গকণি, “মো এবোর আমোে একটো মজকনর  যোন্ট মককন মিমব?”  

ডোম ম মককন মিক   োকরমন। কো  একবোর তিোকোকন তগমে  বকট কোজ তেকক তেরোর  কে, মকন্তু ওই মজন নো মককসর  যোন্ট, 

ওর িোম তয অকনক!  োাঁ েকিো টোকোে ত ো ডোম মকির প্রোে একমোকসর খোওেো িোওেো হকে যোকব, তসখোকন ওই টুকু বোচ্চোর শুধু 

একটো  যোকন্টর িোম বক  মকনো সোকড়  োাঁ েকিো টোকো! কো   ঞ্চমীর মিনও ডোম ম খোম  হোক  মেকরকে তিকখ গকণকির মুখ ভোর 

হকে তগমে । 

“মো, আজও আনম নো আমোর জনয মজকনর  যোন্ট?” 

ডোম ম মকেু উির ককরমন। আজ তভোকর উকঠ  োড়োর  যোকিক  মগকে ঠোকুরকক বক মে , “মো, আজ তেক টোর জনয উক োস 

ককরমে। আমোর গকণি ত ো ত োমোরও আকরকটো তেক ! ওর সব ইেো  ূরণ ককরো মো!” 

 োর র কোকজ আসোর আকগ গকণি আবোর শুরু ককরমে  ডোম কমর আাঁে  ধকর, “মো আজ আনমব ত ো আমোর  যোন্ট? ব  মো, 

ব  নো!” 

ডোম ম খুব বককমে  গকণিকক! “খোম  সব সমে বোেনো ধরমব নো ত ো তেক ! তিখমেস ত ো মিন রো  তখকট তখকট মরমে! ত োর 

বো কক তিখ মগকে, তকোেোে  কড় আকে তবহুি হকে! তকন এই  ূকজোর কটো মিন অন্ত  ত োকক মনকে তবকরোক   োকর নো? সব 

জ্বো ো হকেকে আমোর!” 

গকণি  ো েুাঁ কড় কোাঁ িক  বকসমে । ডোম কমর মো ম েন তেকক ইিোরো ককর বক মে , “ ুই যো! আমম সোমক  তনকবো”। 

কোন্নোর  গকণিকক তরকখই তবমরকে একসকে ডোম ম।  কর খোম  মনকজর মনটোই খুাঁ খুাঁ  করকে। ও ত ো বোচ্চো! ও মক আর এসব 

তবোকি? বোমক বোচ্চোরো  ঞ্চমী তেককই তসকজ গুাঁকজ তবকরোে, ও মক আর তবোকি তয  ূকজোর সমে বোজোর ভোক ো ে ক   কব 

মগকে  ূকজোর  র একটো জোমো তকনোর টোকো হে ডোম মকির! এই  ূকজো আেম োর মিকন ওকক অ  কেো নো ব ক ই  োর  ডোম ম। 

মকন্তু একজন মো যখন  োর তেক র সোমোনয িোমব  ূরণ করক  নো  োকর  খন তয ক টো খোরো   োকগ,  ো ডোম মই তবোকি! হোরু 

িোককও বক মে  ডোম ম, “আমোকক  োাঁ েকিো টো টোকো ধোর তিকব তগো? তেক র জনয একটো  যোন্ট মকনব!” 

“এই  ূকজোর সমেক ও বোজোর তকমন মিো যোকে  ো ত ো  ুই তিখক ই  োমেস ডোম ম! টোকো তেকে আর আমোকক  জ্জো 

মিস নো!”, হোরু িো উির ককরমে । 



তখ ো তিখোকনোর তিকষ জনগকণর হো  োম ক  রমরম ককর উঠ  েোর োি। ডোম ম নীকে তনকম একস  োবুর মিকক এমগকে তগ । 

 োবুর মভ কর হোরু িো আর  কোইকক উমেগ্ন হকে  োেেোমর করক  তিখ । 

“কী হকেকে হোরু িো?” 

“তিখ তিমখ, আজ এই  ূকজোর মিকন কুটু টো আকসমন। তেোকন তমকসজ  োঠিকেকে আজ নোমক আসক   োরকব নো। ব ো তনই 

কওেো তনই, িোাঁ ড়ো নো, ও আসুক কো , ওর হকে!” 

 কোই  োি তেকক বক  উঠ , “তস নো হে হকব! মকন্তু এখন কী হকব তসটো তভকব তিকখকেো?” 

ডোম কমর মনটো খুমিক  ভকর উঠ । আজ সকো  সকো  দুগমো মোকের কোকে েোওেো প্রোেমনো বৃেো যোেমন। মো মুখ  ুক  তেকেকে! 

গকণকির দুগ্গো  ূকজো খোরো  যোকব নো!  

“আমম করব কুটুর তখ োটো!” ডোম ম বক  উঠ । 

“মক?” 

“হযোাঁ  হোরু িো! নো ককরো নো, আমোর আজ খুব িরকোর টোকোর!” 

“ ুই জোমনস কুটু কী ককর?” 

“জোমন জোমন, সব জোমন। আমম ঠিক  োরব হোরু িো!  কোই  ুই কে ো গরম কর!” 

“ডোম ম তিোন আমোর কেো, এই  ূকজোর মিকন এসব ককর মনকজর  ো ত োড়োস নো!” 

“যোর ক ো  টোই ত োড়ো,  োর নো হে  ো টোও একটু  ুড় !” 

“ ুই  োরমব নো জ্ব ন্ত কে োে ে ক । কুটু তসই তেোট তেকক ককর আসকে, ও কোেিো জোকন!” 

“কোেিো তিখোর তয আর সমে তনই হোরু িো! আজ ষষ্ঠী, আজও যমি তেক টোর জনয  যোন্ট মককন মনকে নো তযক   োমর, ওর 

মিকক  োকোক   োরব নো!” 

হোরু িো তবি মকেুক্ষণ তভকব মনকে ব  , “তিখ যো ভোক ো বুমিস!” 

আগুন রেো জ্ব ন্ত কে োর উ র মিকে হোাঁ টক   োগ  ডোম ম। যন্ত্রণোে কো কর উঠ  তভ রটো,  বু িোাঁ ক  িোাঁ   মেক  ডোম ম 

ভোব , মোকক তবর করক   োকরমন ওই নরক তেকক, মনকজর ভোকগযও জুকটকে অবকহ ো, মকন্তু গকণকির সুকখর সোকে মকেুক ই 

আক োস করকব নো ও। গকণকির দুগ্গো  ূকজো মকেুক ই মবস্বোি হকে তযক  তিকব নো ও। এক মিবয িমক্ত ভর কর  ডোম কমর 

উ র! তকোমকর ক মস মনকে, মোেোে হোাঁ মড় মনকে মিমবয গটগট ককর তহাঁ কট ে  । িিমক মহ  তেকক উচ্চ হো  োম র সোকে সোকে 

তভকস এ  অগুমন্তক মিকসর িব্দ! 

তখ ো তিকষ কড়ককড় একটো  োাঁ েকিো টকোর তনোট ডোম কমর হোক  ধমরকে মি  হোরু িো! 



বোস তেকক তনকম তখোাঁ ড়োক  তখোাঁ ড়োক  কো ককর তিোকোনটোে ঢুক  ডোম ম। কো ককর  েি ককর যোওেো নী  মজকনর  যোন্টটো 

মুকড় মিক  ব   ডোম ম, সোকে একটো গকণি আাঁকো তমরুন রকের তগমেও!  

বোমড়ক  যখন ঢুক ,  খন গকণি  ুকম আেন্ন! গকণকির মনষ্পো  মুখটো তিকখ মোেো হ  ডোম কমর। এক তেোাঁ টো জ  গমড়কে 

 ড়  ডোম কমর তেোখ তেকক। গকণকির মোেোর কোকে জোমো  যোকন্টর  যোককটটো তরকখ, মোেোে আ ক ো ককর হো  বুম কে মিক  

 োগ  ডোম ম।  

উে!  ো টো তবি জ্ব কে! আক োর কোকে মনকে তিখ  কোক ো হকে আকে, মকেু মকেু জোেগো তেকক েোমড়ো উকঠ মগকে  ো  

িগিগ করকে! করুক মগকে! কো  সকোক  উকঠ গকণি যখন এই  যোন্ট জোমোটো তিখকব,  খন ওর মুকখর িাঁ কিাঁ কক সোিো 

হোমসটো ভুম কে তিকব ডোম মকক, কোক ো কে োর সব রমক্তম আ ো !  

 

 

অেনোর অনযোনয গল্প  ড়োর জনয এই ম ংক টিক  মগকে তেসবুক ত জ “ত খম” েক ো করক   োকরন - https://www.facebook.com/pekhommele/ 
 

 

Wish you 

A very happy 

Kalipuja and Deepavali 
Members of NASKA Executive Committee 

and 
Board of Authority 
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 ग़ज़ल - फ़ानी जोधपरुी 
लालच से और जोरो-जफा से नह ीं बनी 
अपनी ज़मीन वाले ख़ुदा से नह ीं बनी 
 

ख़ुशियों के साथ रह न सके एक पल कभी 
यानी चचराच़ियों की हवा से नह ीं बनी 
 

स़ुनने की हद तलक उसे इक बार क्या स़ुना 
कानों की फिर फकसी भी सदा से नह ीं बनी 
 

अपनी अना की रेत पे, अपने उसूल पर 
पाला वो ददद जजसकी दवा से नह ीं बनी 
 

हमने उसी ज़मीन पे 'फानी' खिलाए िूल 
म़ुद्दत से जजस ज़मीीं की घटा से नह ीं बनी 

राहत शमलेगी त़ुमको वहााँ पर च़ुभन के बाद 
िूलों का एक िहर है कााँटों के बन के बाद 
 

वो अपने दायरे से ननकलता तो देिता 
सरहद की इजततदा ह़ुई मेरे बदन के बाद 
 

मेर  जज़या को सर पे फज़ा ने उठा शलया 
रौिन ह़ुआ मैं और जज़यादा फकरन के बाद 
 

घ़ुटता रहा मैं इतनी-सी हसरत शलए ह़ुए  
ताज़ा हवाएाँ शमलने लगेंगी घ़ुटन के बाद 
 

उसका खयाल 'फानी' लगा इस तरह म़ुझे 
जैसे पपयाल  चाय की थोडी थकन के बाद 
 

 

ग़ज़ल - के. पी. अनमोल 
़िम के मारों को फकसी रोज़ स़ुनाया जाए 
इक लतीफा हूाँ म़ुझे यूाँ न गाँवाया जाए 
 

बेिकीमत हैं मेरे ख़्वाबों की ताबीरें स़ुनो  
म़ुझको नीींदों के फकसी गााँव में लाया जाए 
 

आग से ितद लगाई है त़ुम्हारे दम पर 
ऐ हवाओ! न मेरा नाम ड़ुबाया जाए 
 

ये म़ुहतबत का सबक है  फक ज़रा ध्यान रहे  
एक भी लफ़्जज़ फकसी तौर न ज़ाया जाए 
 

इसकी ख़ुिबू से मेर  शमट्ट  महक उट्ठे अगर  
इश्कक की धपू में ये जजस्म तपाया जाए 
 

नफरतें म़ुल्क की छाती पे चढ  जाती हैं 
कद म़ुहतबत का ज़रा और बढाया जाए 
 

दरू तक पसर  है बींजर-से खयालों की ज़मीीं 
िे'र अनमोल यहााँ कोई उगाया जाए 
 

वक़्त के साथ चला जाय, यह  बेह्तर है 
वक़्त के साथ ढला जाय, यह  बेह्तर है 
 

उम्र के अपने तकाजे़ हैं ज़रा ़िौर करें 
इसको बबलक़ु ल न छला जाय, यह  बेह्तर है 
 

अश्कक का झरना लगातार बहे और तेर  
याद की चचट्ठी जला जाय, यह  बेह्तर है 
 

पेड बनने का इरादा है मेरा अगल  दफा 
जजस्म शमट्ट  में गला जाय, यह  बेह्तर है 
 

बेसबब अपनी ह  फफतरत को बदलने की बजाय 
क़ु छ ननगाहों में िला जाय, यह  बेह्तर है 
 

िोज बेह्तर की शलए जा रह  है साथ उसे 
इसमें है सबका भला, जाय, यह  बेह्तर है 
 

इश्कक अनमोल तेरा है कोई मरहम फक इसे 
रूह पर मेरे मला जाय, यह  बेह्तर है 

 

  



कवित़ायेँ 
अऩाममक़ा कनोजजय़ा ‘प्रतीक्ष़ा’ 

 
त़ुम पी जाते हो 
िराब में ढालकर 
कई पवषमताएाँ, 
कई उदाशसयााँ, 
बह़ुत-सी बेरुखी 
और जज़न्दगी की 
तल्ख हकीकत को 
 

िराब पीना 
आसान नह ीं होता 
फकन्त़ु स्री होना, 
िराब पीने से भी 
ज़्यादा म़ुजश्ककल है 
और उससे ज़्यादा 
म़ुजश्ककल है 
उसका फकसी को 
मन ह  मन चाहे जाना 
पर ज़ाहहर न होने देना 
 

त़ुम पहले प्यार 
की यादें भ़ुलाने में 
प्याले िाल  करते हो 
या प्याले की िक्ल में 
ख़ुद को िाल  करते हो 
ताफक शमल सको 
ि़ुद्ध रुप से उसे 
जो बााँध द  गई है 
जबरन 
सात िेरों में 

त़ुम्हारे साथ 
हाड मााँस की पोटल  की 
तरह 
 

वो पीती है हर रोज़ 
लोगों की च़ुभती नज़र, 
अपनों की बेरुखी, 
कमरे के कोने का 
अकेलापन, 
छत का सूनापन 
और त़ुम्हार  शिकायतें 
 

वो ढोती है जज़न्दगी, 
पालती है बीज, 
काटती है कोई पौधा 
त़ुम्हारे रोष का, 
नह ीं चधक्कारती स़ुहाग, 
नह ीं करती अिसोस 
स्री होने पर 
पीती है ख़ुद को 
नह ीं ज़ाहहर करती 
मन का कोई रहस्य 
क्योंफक 
जानती है वो 
फक म़ुजश्ककल होता है 
िराब पीना 
मगर स्री होना 
िराब पीने से भी 
ज़्यादा म़ुजश्ककल होता है। 

उसने उम्र की दराज से 
नीला का़िज़ ननकाला 
और उस पर शलिा- 

"जज़न्दगी" 
 

मौत को आप 
फकतना भी पररभापषत करें 

वो मर ह  जायेगी 
 

कभी-कभी जीना 
मौत से भी भार  पडता है 

तब आप कल्पना 
भी नह ीं कर सकते 

फक एक हदन में 
आप फकतनी बार मरे! 

 

उसका जाना 
ठीक वैसा ह  था 

जैसे हवा के वेग में 
हाईड्रोजन से भरा ग़ुतबारा 
अचानक डोर टूट जाने से 

छूट जाये 
 

उसने आकाि को 
कािी दरू तक देिा था 

जाते ह़ुए ग़ुतबारे में 
पलट कर आने की 
क्षमता नह ीं होती 

 

तब उसने महसूस फकया 
फक हवा जज़न्दगी तो नह ीं है 

पर 
जज़न्दगी हवा भी तो नह ीं। 
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The Story of Harishchandra 

Anwesha Chandra 

 

Sometimes people give their words but are either lazy, busy, or tired to fulfill their promises.  

When someone can’t keep their promise it makes other people feel sad and makes that 

person untrustworthy to others.  Instead, when you make a promise you should try to fulfill 

it no matter what it takes.  Harischandra was a very trustworthy and truthful person who 

did everything he could to keep his words. 

 

Harischandra was the King of Ayodhya.  Every one of his subjects loved, and respected him.  

One day Harischandra went to the forest.  He heard a cry - “Help! Help!”  Harischandra 

thought that it was somebody that really needed help so he rushed toward the sound.  When 

he got there he realized that he disturbed Sage Vishwamitra!  Feeling sad Harischandra said, 

“I am sorry I disturbed you sir.  I just heard someone crying for help!”.  

“The noise you were hearing was the spirits of science that I was trying to master!  I was 

about to succeed!  You have destroyed everything! My curse will destroy your whole 

kingdom!” screamed Sage Vishwamitra.  

In sadness Harischandra said “Ask for anything, I promise to give it to you.”   

Sage Vishwamitra was ok with this so he said “All right, I shall remember your promise!”   

 

A few days later, when Harischandra was back in Ayodhya sitting on his throne, Sage 

Vishwamitra came in.   

“I have come for what you promised”   

Harischandra didn’t say anything.  Instead he just handed over his kingdom to the sage.  

Everybody in the palace tried to convince the old king to take back his kingdom but 

Harischandra refused.  Everyone came to watch Harischandra, Queen Saivya, and the prince 

Rohitaswa go away.  They were all upset.  Later, while the family was walking they heard a 

voice.  It was Sage Vishwamitra.   

“You haven’t given the Dakshina!”   

Harischandra had nothing to give.  He had already given away his whole kingdom.   

“You must give the Dakshina”, Sage Vishwamitra explained.   

“Just give me one month!” Harischandra said.   



Sage Vishwamitra agreed and went away.   

After a long time of walking the family reached the city called “Varanasi”.  One day as the trio 

walked through the streets of Varanasi, Sage Vishwamitra called again.   

“ One month is over today” he said.   

Harischandra didn’t know what to do so he said “Please wait till the sun sets.  Then I will give 

you the money”.   

Harischandra didn’t know how to give the money so he told his family that he would try to 

sell himself.  At the marketplace Harischandra kept saying the same thing; “Who will buy me?  

I can do any work!”   

Harischandra went around everywhere asking people if they would buy him but everyone 

said no and that he was too weak.   

One man said, “Nobody will buy you, but your wife could be handy for any household work!”  

The Queen heard what the old man said and she told her husband that they must sell her.  

Harischandra was upset but the Queen already decided with him so with a heavy heart, 

Harischandra announced an auction for his wife.  Everyone thought that Harischandra was 

crazy but Harischandra knew what he had to do.  Then a man asked to buy her.   

“What work will she do, and how much will you give?” Harischandra asked.   

“She will be my wife’s maid and I will pay you 500 gold coins”, explained the man.   

He was trying to give the money but Harischandra said that he would not touch the money 

with his hands.  Instead the man tied the bag of gold coins to Harischandra’s waist.  When 

the Queen left the young prince was so sad to see his mother go, that he tried running up to 

her.   

“Please let me bring him with me” the Queen asked.   

The man was happy and gave Harischandra another 250.  Harischandra was upset has he 

saw his wife and son go away.   

Sage Vishwamitra then came back.   

“Do you have my money?” he asked.   

“Yes!”, said Harischandra.   

Sage VIshwamitra looked at the money carefully.   

“You need to give 250!” he said.   

“But how will I give you the money” Harischandra said.   

“I don’t know but you have to give it to me by night!”  Sage Vishwamitra explained.  

Harischandra then decided to go back to the street to try again.   



“Will anyone buy me?!” he kept saying.   

Everyone in the village wondered why Harischandra needed the money so much, but 

Harischandra kept going.  Then finally a man requested to buy Harischandra.  Harischandra 

didn’t really like the way he looked but he still agreed.  The man gave him 250.  Harischandra 

then went to go give the money to Sage Vishwamitra.   

After that Harischandra and the man went to his new home.  The man showed Harischandra 

his hut and what his job would be.  As the days passed by Harischandra couldn’t stop thinking 

about his wife and son.  Harischandra’s body became weaker.  Nobody could've even told 

that he was once a king.  Meanwhile the Queen worked very hard day and night in her 

master’s home.   

“Mommy!  Mommy!  The man beat me!  I wanted to play in his room and so I did and then he 

beat me up!” cried the young prince.   

“Oh sweetie, why don’t you play in the garden?  Nobody will beat you up there.” said the 

queen in a nice tone.   

The prince then went of to the garden to play.  When the queen’s work was over, she went to 

her little room to see if her son was there.  He wasn’t.  She checked every room but then 

realized that her son was in the garden.  When she went into the garden she thought that her 

son was sleeping.  But when she felt the little boy’s skin, it was cold.  He got bitten by a 

serpent.  The mother’s eyes filled with tear.  She carried her son and went to ask her master 

to give her some money for the funeral, but her master said no.  Then with no words the sad 

mother walked through the city, the dead child in her hands.   

The queen reached Harischandra’s home.  Harischandra couldn’t see the womans face so he 

just did his job.   

“Have you brought the rice and cash?” he said.   

“No”, the woman replied.  Harischandra’s eyes then got attracted to the young prince’s face.  

“That child looks like he must be from a royal family!”  Harischandra explained.   

“Yes!  For his father was Harischandra.” said the woman.   

“What!”, said Harischandra in a surprised voice.   

He surprised that the dead child was his son.  By the voice Harischandra’s wife was so 

surprised to!  The Queen did not like who Harischandra worked for but Harischandra 

explained to him that he had to.  

“Ok, well how should I pay you?  I have no rice or cash to give you!” explained the sad Queen.   



Then Harischandra came up with an idea. “Give me the cloth that’s wrapped around your 

upper part”.  He explained.  The Queen was confused why but she gave it.  While she was 

trying to give the piece of cloth, the man that Harischandra worked for came in.   

“Stop!” he said.  “Your test is over” the man said.   

Harischandra and his wife were confused.   

Just then THE DEVAS (GODS) came from the sky.  INDRA, THE KING OF DEVAS came to 

Harischandra.   

“We were testing you to see how truthful you are.  You absolutely passed this test.  

Harischandra was happy that he passed the test but upset about something.   

“But my lord, why did you have to take my son away.  INDRA smiled.  Confused, Harischandra 

turned around to see that his son was standing right behind him smiling!  Suddenly Sage 

Vishwamitra came again.  “I am very sorry for testing you so harshly please forgive me.  Also 

I have given the kingdom back to you.  We can go when you are ready.”  “But what about the 

man!  I already sold myself to him!” said Harischandra.   

“It’s ok.  The man was just an avatar.  He is actually YAMA, THE GOD OF VIRTUE.” explained 

Sage Vishwamitra.   

“Also you may come to heaven now if you want.  Your people will get what they need and 

deserve” he said.   

“No thank you.  I would love to stay with my people on Earth.” Harischandra explained.   

Sage Vishwamitra was very surprised and happy with Harischandra’s answer.  When people 

in the kingdom figured out that Harischandra and his family would be coming back they were 

very excited.  The streets were lined with millions of people as the king and the royal family 

came back! 

 

Harischandra was a great man and king and he taught us all something - never give up no 

matter how hard the problem is and always be truthful to your words and keep your 

promises.    

 

 

 

  



Raima Maitra 
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From I-91 South, take I-84 East in Hartford. Travel I-84 East approx. 5 miles to Exit 59, I 

384 East. Follow directions below 

From I-91 North, take the Charter Oak Bridge (Route 15) to I-84 East. Travel I-84 East 

approx. 3 miles to Exit 59, I 384 East. Follow directions below 

From I-84 East, take Exit 59, I 384 East in Manchester. Thn follow directions below 

From I-84 West, take exit for I 384 East in Manchester. Thn follow directions below: 

 

Easy access by I-384 in Manchester: 

From I-384 West Take exit 1, Spenser Street.  Turn Left at the end of ramp. Go approx. ¼ 

mile.  Patel Foods is on your left, opposite Hillstown Road 

From I-384 East Take exit 1, Spenser Street.  Turn Left at the end of ramp. Go approx. ¼ 

mile.  Patel Foods is on your left, opposite Hillstown Road 

  

STORE HOURS: 
M-Th: 10-8 
F-Sun: 10-9 



The Crusader  

Anirban Mukherjee 
 

Karan struggled to comprehend the purpose of the sudden summon from the most 

unexpected, requesting for an urgent audience, for which he had to travel all the way to Delhi 

from Bhagalpur, where he was campaigning.  

 

Karan was considered as the ‘next big thing’ of Indian politics, by the political commentators. 

And why should not they have said so? He had an implausible dominance in his eminence, 

authority and power within a decade of his arrival to the political arena; like an inexorable 

comet, he blazed through every obstacle that came his way; like the Phoenix he rose from 

the ashes to establish a permanent footprint on the sand of time. 

 

Karan preferred staying in his small bungalow as opposed to adopt the cover of the VVIP 

protocols and the Z category security on offer; an unbelievable proposition for someone as 

significant as him; however that was Karan for you – poles apart from his counterparts, a 

born rebel, courageous, skillful and an uncanny improviser, who always outsmarted his 

opponents with his unconventional strategies. It was largely because of his tactical heroics, 

the unvanquished political supremacy of the largest political party of the nation had to bite 

the dust ever since his arrival. It happened during last to last general elections, when the 

contemporary government was already suffering a major setback thanks to a malicious 

gambling scam; yet the government had made all arrangements which ensured their return 

to power; but the sudden arrival of Karan and his proximity to the major opposition party 

changed all equation. The ruling party was not only wiped out but was virtually sent to exile 

for next two terms.  

 

There was still an hour to go, before Karan’s visitor was expected to arrive. He decided to 

have a shower in the interim. His tall, brawny muscular physique became prominent as he 

took off his white kurta. His complexion was tanned because of prolonged exposure to the 

sun. He loved to be under the sun and absorb the energy emitted by the cosmic star while he 

derived strength looking at the enormity and grace of the celestial entity. He always wore a 

bullet proof vest over his chest and a small ruby ear stud that he wore to plug a natural 

piercing present on his right ear lobe.  



As the lukewarm water of the shower sprinkled over his body, his mind rushed into the past. 

It was some eleven years back when he barged into an elite club to participate in a political 

debate. The event introduced emerging youth leaders to the nation. Karan, a devoted student 

of history and political science, had no formal political exposure nor he was affiliated by any 

political party, yet he put forward a strong case to appear in the debate as an independent 

candidate. 

 

Karan was an orphan and had no idea who his parents were. So, he did not put a surname in 

the application form he filled up for the debate and also left blank his father’s name. When 

interrogated by the panel, he revealed the truth and became an element of laughter; the elite 

present in the forum almost dismissed him with the taunt that someone who does not even 

know his own identity has got no right to debate with the cream of emerging politicians 

having strong political or family legacy behind them. Karan was demoralized but refused to 

surrender; he cited very bold and undeniable logic to prove the verdict as unfair and that 

was enough for many to discover the sparkle of diamond in him encapsulated by the soot of 

stigma. 

 

One of the secretaries of the club, Suyodhan Kuru, who happened to be a close confidant to 

the supremo of the opposition party in the parliament, was fascinated and moved by Karan’s 

logical mind, courage & strong will and stepped in to bail him out. He convinced some of his 

senior colleagues and promptly inducted Karan into their party to provide him the required 

political identity. With the administrative issue resolved, the audience anticipated a grand 

debate as the other participants offered a star studded line-up containing the multi-talented 

Kiriti Pandav, Pawan Ballav and Jayad Rath, a corrupt yet influential leader. Kiriti, already 

spotted by some experts as a future PM, humbled Jayad Rath easily to meet Karan in the final 

round, who in turn beat Pawan with ease. It was a cracker of a final on the cards where the 

most adorable youth icon was taking on the prodigious wild card holder. 

The final was presided over the president of the club Naresh Panchal and his appealing, 

vibrant and intelligent daughter Yagnaseni. The attraction of Yagnaseni was magnetic, a very 

unique lady, who had very high standards set of everything in her life. She had sat through 

the previous sessions and had formed a very encouraging impression about both Karan and 

Kiriti, perhaps a tinge of adoration for the former mesmerized by his splendid performance 



against all odds. She too was waiting for an absorbing contest, perhaps supporting Karan 

more than Kiriti.  

The final however never took place as the members of the ruling party, Kiriti’s patrons 

questioned the entire process of providing Karan an opportunity and staged a boycott. 

Yagnaseni left in disgust and the tabloids criticized Kiriti and his party for such a cowardly 

act and indirectly passed on the verdict that Karan’s potential was superior to that of Kiriti’s. 

Karan came out of the shower and dressed up. It was almost time for his guest to step in. 

Evening was setting in as Karan went to the terrace to bid farewell to the setting sun. He 

looked at the sun and recalled that both he and Kiriti grew parallel post that event. There 

were enough incidents that took place, which always soured their relationship however. 

Karan and Yagnaseni went around briefly, which ended in a disaster as Kiriti won her simply 

because Mr. Panchal was not comfortable to marry her daughter to person without an 

identity taking an advantage of a misunderstanding that split the couple. Kiriti and Yagnaseni 

got married and post marriage Karan started to avoid Yagnaseni. She too never got over the 

bitterness of their separation and did enough to provoke Kiriti to believe that Karan was his 

greatest foe. Karan however ensured the change in guard in the government and kept the 

opposition at bay for very long until one day Mr. Kuru gave him the entire responsibility to 

improve the political scenario in Bihar. 

 

Kiriti took full advantage of Karan’s absence to bounce back using a two pronged approach. 

While Karan’s party was nailed down with multiple allegations, he reformed his own party’s 

image by restoring faith of the masses. He got relentless support from Yagnaseni and their 

legendary political advisor Keshav Vasudev. Mr. Kuru was able to read the graffiti and 

summoned back Karan and made him contest against Kiriti at the same constituency for the 

forthcoming elections. 

Karan opened the door, as the bell rang. He welcomed Preetha Pandav, his guest for the 

evening, Kiriti’s mother.  

 

‘What brings such a noble lady to my small abode,’ asked Karan. Preetha stared at him for a 

while; he noticed a strange reflection in her eyes; not the usual determined look but that of 

someone who is going through a massive emotional turmoil.  

‘I have a proposal for you, my son.’ ‘I am here to invite you to join our party. Join us and I 

promise that you will become the next PM after we triumph.’  



Karan listened to it, unperturbed and commented, ‘I am amazed to hear this from Kiriti’s 

mother; I know you will return to power this time. Mr. Vasudev’s strategies are matchless. 

But you have so many capable leaders in your party – including your son, then why me?’  

Preetha looked on and said, ‘Everyone will accept you as our leader. Even Kiriti will work 

under you. I plead you to say yes.’  

 

Karan paused for long and then said, ‘I still don’t get it. Why would someone as ambitious as 

Kiriti agree to become my subordinate?’ Preetha had anticipated this question; it seemed she 

was trying hard to remain composed and to control the storm raging inside her. ‘He will 

accept, since you are his elder brother.’  

 

‘This is impossible,’ Karan hollered. ‘Tell me that whatever you are saying is all fabricated.’ 

Preetha had tears in her eyes and she took him into her arms. ‘I am the culprit, my son. My 

sins have caused all this madness and massacre,’ Preetha hugged him tight. She revealed the 

truth to him. It so happened, that Preetha fell in love with Aditya Divakar, a shining celebrity 

during her adolescence. They shared unprecedented closeness and performed the eternal 

sin which has fanged it’s venom since the birth of mankind. Karan was born even before 

Preetha was married and in meanwhile Aditya had moved away from her life. Preetha out of 

panic and fear of disgrace abandoned the child by a lake. 

 

‘Why did you do this to me, mother?’ Karan broke down in tears. Preetha had no answer; she 

herself was going through an emotional suffocation. She kept on pleading Karan to come 

back to her and after a long discussion, Karan rejected the proposal as he could not think of 

betraying Mr. Kuru, the man who supported him when he was alone, humiliated and made 

him what he was. ‘The night of my birth you left me alone: nameless, homeless. In the same 

way today be ruthless, o mother, and abandon me once more: leave me to my defeat,’ Karan 

bid her farewell with teary eyes. 

 

Couple of days later, Preetha saw the breaking news of Karan’s assassination flashing on 

every news channel. He was shot point blank on the national highway near Kurukshetra by 

a gang where he was stranded due to a flat tire. The broadcast also added that the bullet 

proof vest that Karan always wore was absent when we was shot. 

  



The Goonda 

Aswini Boruah 
 

To tell you what exactly happened to me inside the compartment of a railway train right from 
Guwahati to Allahabad once, I must rewind my mind and go back over fifty years from right now. In 
fact, it was a journey from Guwahati to New Delhi, my first ever train journey quite alone till then. 
But since my storyline ends at Allahabad, I need not go beyond that so far my story is concerned. 
 
The day was probably sixth of October, 1965. On the Eleventh, I was to join my first ever Government 
job at the Central Information Service in New Delhi. My maternal uncle who was in some job at the 
Railways in Guwahati came to see me off at the Station and enquired a little if he could find some 
known face to see my welfare during the journey since that was my first ever train journey , as I said. 
He however did not find any one around. Being quite alone, I felt scared a little. Train journey in those 
days were quite different from the present times. 
 
Getting reservations online was unthinkable. One had to stand in long ques, sometimes for hours 
together to get the tickets. There were no computers and everything was done manually. The tickets 
were of the size of a razor blade, about one and half inch, yellowish in colour and details of 
journeys printed in red letters. 
 
The trains ran on metre gauze from Guwahati to Barauni in Bihar and from there on broad gauze 
elsewhere. When my uncle left seeing me off,   the train whistled and I followed what my other co-
passengers were doing and located my berth. It was the upper berth which I climbed with a little 
effort and looked at the person opposite my berth. He was looking at me curiously, probably seeing 
me doing things strangely .He did not know that I was a new traveller then. He kept on looking while 
I was opening my 'hold all' to spread my bed. I was cautious about the little money my mother gave 
me for the journey which I carried inside the quilt. I touched the place where I kept that. The man 
opposite me was constantly looking at me and I was really frightened. He was definitely a Goonda, I 
felt sure. 
 
He was wearing an American cowboy type felt- hat with a feather on that in Kishore Kumar style 
while still keeping his eyes on me. It scared me terribly as the night was approaching fast. I tried to 
sleep but could not. The fellow I referred to lit a cigarette and was humming some filmy tune. People 
in the compartment were all talking different things. Some were complaining about the train not 
having a pantry car attached while some were talking about the dirty toilet. Every word enriched my 
experience. At some time, seeing others opening small tiffin boxes and eating things brought from 
their homes, I too opened the small box I carried to partially fill my belly. And about that time I had 
my verbal encounter with the man as he said something harsh to me on some flimsy ground.  All 
night I stayed awake as I was scared. I felt sure that he must be a real rowdy, a pucca Goonda. After 
having my small meal, I lied down on my berth holding firmly not to fall. 
 
The night passed of peacefully and nothing untoward happened. Seeing him face to face, I said ' good 
morning ‘, but he did not reciprocate. And for the next two days, we did not exchange any word , good 
or otherwise. Inside a compartment full of people, I felt myself quite alone.  
 
The train was moving very slowly. Bihar then was having a terrible flood and the railway lines 
were having a touch of waters of the holy Ganga. My first experience of a long train journey. And this 
way two nights passed off and on the third evening the train stopped abruptly at a place, a little away 
from some station. I did not know where. Meanwhile, many people got down from most of the bogeys 
and the man of my nearby berth, whom I thought to be a goonda also got down with his bag and 
baggage. Surprisingly, he patted me on my back while leaving the compartment and said in some 



hoarse voice," Go safely, young boy" and got down. With his leaving the train, a sense of safety 
dawned on my mind and to see what was happening outside I too went near the door and stood there 
like a statue observing the things around. 
 
People were gossipping, some lit cigarettes and some shared the same cigarette from others.  For 
some small tea vendors, it was a god sent opportunity to earn a little. I did not get down. I was looking 
around to see things and asking a passenger, I came to know that it was the Allahabad station.The 
train was still not moving, not even an inch, so to say. People were still busy on their gossips and I 
was simply looking around letting my eyes go to any distance they could cover. "Allahabad Station", 
the name thrilled me and let my eyes go to any distance to find, if possible, to locate the famous Anand 
Bhavan". While doing so, I saw someone at a little distance coming hurriedly towards the train with 
something in his hands. And he came near and reached the doorstep where I was standing like a 
statue. And I saw that the man who was coming with something in his hands was no one else than 
the person, my co traveller whom I thought to be a goonda, for whom I was scared all the time. The 
man offered two packets to me saying that the train would be late by another twelve hours, and that 
there would be nothing to eat anything nearby. And so, he said, he brought those Samosas for me so 
that I need not bother for food.  
 
Saying so, he suddenly got mixed with the people giving no chance to me to say even a word of thanks 
to him, the Goonda. Even now, I feel sad that I did not even ask his name..  
 
 

 
 
 
 



My favorite Poet – William Shakespeare 

Sayantani Majumdar 
 

Poetry is an integral part of literature that depicts the aesthetic quality of it through its rhythm. 
Whereas” Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the world…” as rightly suggested by Percy 
Bysshe Shelley, a poet is the “priest of the invisible”. Poets present those unspoken ideas through 
their verse in form of poems. English literature is blessed with a series of wonderful poets from its 
very early age. Among all the English poets, William Shakespeare remained my all-time favourite as 
he proved himself as a versatile genius through his classy works. A poet of Elizabethan era 
Shakespeare remained the most accepted and adopted playwright not in in his age but also today 
throughout the world, in different literature of various languages. 

Born in 26th April 1564, in Stratford, William Shakespeare was widely regarded as both the greatest 
writer of English literature and the world’s pre-eminent dramatist as well. He gifted English literature 
39 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems and many other verses. For this massive 
contribution of his, he is often regarded as England’s national poet and “Bard of Avon”.  Born and 
raised in Stratford-upon- Avon, Warwickshire, he began a successful career in London as an actor, 
writer and part owner of a playing company called “Lord Chamberlain’s Men”, later known as “King’s 
Men”.  Shakespeare presented most of his works between 1589 and 1613. Shakespeare’s poems and 
plays projected his love for nature and rural life which reflects his childhood.  

In Shakespeare’s era, poetry was an effective genre of literature but was considered very fashionable. 
It was the poetic genius of Shakespeare that carves a distinctive niche for him as a successful poet 
along with his identity as “people’s playwright”. In 1593 and 1594, when the theatres were closed 
because of plague, Shakespeare published two narrative poems titled “Venus and Adonis” and “The 
Rape of Lucrece”. The Rape of Lucrece was influenced by Ovid’s “Metamorphoses”. Both of these 
poems presented the guilt and moral confusion that was the consequence of uncontrolled lust. After 
these two poems another narrative poem was printed in the first edition of the Sonnets in 1609 which 
was titled “A Lover’s Complaint”.  Apart from these narrative poems what were mostly familiar with 
the name of Shakespeare were his sonnets. Maestro of this genre, William Shakespeare composed 
154 sonnets in his entire poetic career which were published in 1609, with the title Sonnets. He 
differed from the previous Petrarchan or Italian sonnets in style. Italian sonnets were written in 
conventional form of octave and the sestet but Shakespearean or English sonnet, which was actually 
developed by Earl of Surrey in 16th century, but was named after Shakespeare for his great sonnet 
sequence, form three quatrains, four lines in each group followed by a closing couplet of two rhymed 
lines. The problem is usually developed in the first three quatrains, each quatrain with a new idea 
growing out of the previous one. Sometimes the first two quatrains are devoted to the same thought 
as the octave of Italian sonnet and followed by a similar volta. Most interestingly unlike Italian 
sonnets, the Shakespearean sonnets had a strikingly interesting punchy resolution in the 
epigrammatic final couplets.  

The traditional subject of sonnet has primarily been love. But Shakespeare in his sonnets mocked 
that worshipful attitude towards love as it was celebrated in Petrarchan sonnets. Shakespeare’s 
attitude towards love is much more realistic and not only devoted to a single person. Shakespeare’s 
sonnets are dedicated to some mysterious Mr. W.H. who is mentioned as the “fair youth” in many of 
the poems, and also the “Rival Poet” and the “Dark Lady”. Sonnet number 1 to 126 is dedicated to the 
fair youth and from 127 to 154 the sonnets are versed for the Dark Lady. The sonnets that are for the 
Rival poet includes within the Fair Youth sequence in sonnets 78-86. Apart for love Shakespearean 
sonnet also considered morality, mutability and politics as its topic. 



Shakespeare was a poet of such an age where he had contemporaries like Ben Johnson, Christopher 
Marlowe, Thomas Kyd and so many others. Despite of everything and apart from every well scribed 
verses from these maestros Shakespeare’s work stood out an out a modern work even in that age. 
Ben Johnson rightly has suggested that “He was not of an age, but for all time.”  His poems were not 
only for the sake of writing, he wrote poems that were characterized by paradox, by narrative and 
thematic diversity, and by attempts to render the inner workings of the mind, exploring the 
psychology of the perception.  On one hand he raised the social and political issues throughout his 
poem and on the other hand he presents the idea of being immortal through art and his desire to 
make his beloved immortal through his poems. That’s why Shakespeare was a versatile genius not 
only because he wrote series of plays, and poems but also because he gifted the future poets a motif 
of literature and presented before us the power of verse. He died at the age of 52 in the year 1616 on 
23rd April. But suffice it to say, the bodily death was never able to put a pause in the increasing 
popularity of this poet as he ‘was born under a dancing star’. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The Vow of Yama 
Aneesh Roy 

 
 
There once was a boy named Arjun. He was hiking at a mountain. He suddenly reached a big fire. 

It was Lord Yama. “You shall not pass, Arjun!” Arjun was in shock. “Why are you here?” He 

never answered. They had a battle. Not a fighting battle. Chaturanga. Or chess.  Yama moved his 

pawn in front of his king. “Your move. Arjun.” He moves his knight. They go on for hours. Yama 

has 5 pawns, 1 rook, 1knight, 1 bishop, and a king and queen. Arjun had 6 pawns, 2 rooks, 1knight, 

1 bishop, and a king and queen. Arjun had a move where he took Yama’s queen.  

“Gah!”  Yama screamed. It goes till midnight. Yama had 2 pawns and a king. Arjun almost kept 

what he had. 5 pawns, 1 rook, 1bishop, a king and queen. Suddenly, Arjun had a strategy. He could 

bring his queen to his king and he will win. He didn’t do fully, but it brought him to checkmate. “I 

win.” Arjun says. “How! I am a god and I could’ve won, but no! Indra said you!” Yama burst with 

rage. “Sure, we will battle again sometime.”  

Then Yama made a vow, “If you win, I take your soul. If you win, you chose what to do.” Said 

Yama. “I will go up that mountain, and hope we meet again.” 
 

  



Ordeal by fire in Kalipujo  

Indrani Kushari 
 

Kalipujo brings myriad of memories. They are so vivid in my mind that it feels like ‘yesterday’. I grew 
up in a small town of Assam, named ‘Maligaon’ by the mighty river Brahmaputra. We lived in a ranch 
style house with wavy asbestos roof and a big yard in front. I grew up in a family where my 
grandparents, mom, dad, uncle, aunt all lived together. I was the only child and needless to say, was 
the apple of everyone’s eye.  
 
Kalipujo was celebrated for consecutive two days. The houses were decorated and lighted with 
earthen lamps. The sound and smell of fire crackers filled the autumn November air. At the onset of 
dusk, my grandmother would start getting the lamps ready to be lit. The lamps had been cleaned and 
dried in the sun during the day. I was conferred with the most important chore. It was to carry the lit 
lamps on a ‘kulo’(basket for winnowing) outside. It was not an easy task as they had to be placed at 
equal distances. The person should have a good grasp on geometry, specifically ‘distance’. Also of 
‘balance’, so the oil did not spill from the diyas. At least that was my understanding those days, which 
made me feel proud each time I was assigned with this task. The incident which keeps haunting me 
every year during Kalipuja must have occurred when I was 16 or 17 years old. God had blessed me 
with luscious black hair which nearly touched my waist. I took great care by oiling, combing and tying 
them every day. I was so fond of my hair that every time I went to the parlor I would specifically give 
instructions ‘Not more than an inch please’. 
 
Now it so happened that I had left my hair open while I took the lighted diyas outside. After lining up 
the lamps, me and my uncle started lighting the ‘tarabati’. I was so mesmerized to see them shine 
brightly in the night sky that l failed to realize my hair had accidentally caught fire from one of the 
diyas. My hair started burning instantly and all I remember is the air around me fill with a strange 
smell. Fortunately enough, my uncle saw my hair in flames. He was at his wits end what to do when 
his eyes caught on a bucket of water in the garden. Not wasting a second, he emptied the bucket on 
my head. I was fully drenched in a cold night. But his prompt action helped in extinguishing the fire 
immediately. For couple of minutes I lost my speech and was in a state of utter shock . My uncle carried 
me inside the house and covered me with a blanket as I was still shaking due to the sudden turn of 
events. Everyone present in the house gathered around me. They thanked Maa Kali for the narrow 
escape I had. I was given a warm glass of milk to drink. My grandmother chanted a few prayers 
caressing my head. She sat next to me till I returned to my usual self. After recovering from this shock 
the first feeling I had, was of gratefulness. I was so thankful to Maa Kali and also my hair. Maa Kali had 
showered her blessings by saving my life. And my hair had paid me back for all the love and nurturing 
over the years in her own signature style.  It acted like a shield, preventing fire from reaching and 
burning my back. Though I lost a few strands of hair but it was better than losing my life on an 
auspicious day. After that harrowing incident, I became extra cautious to tie my hair properly before 
getting exposed to any inflammable object. Recently, my daughter is fascinated with the idea of 
growing her hair. I narrated my experience to her so she becomes cautious of safety measures to be 
followed with long hair. I hope she remembers them forever.  
 
 

‘Fire is a good servant but a bad master’. Stay safe my friends and enjoy this Kalipujo. 

 

 



  



SPONSORS 
Executive committee of NASKA is grateful to all our sponsors for their generous contributions. We 
would like to thank you all with deepest appreciation and gratitude. 
 

Grand Sponsors 
Dr. Gopal Sarkar Mr. Tarun Chowdhury 

Mr. Nirupam Basu Mr. Ashoke Bhattacharjee 
Mr. Monosij Majumdar Mr. Ranjit Basak 

Mr. Samir Poddar  
 

Sponsors 

Mr. Abhishek Dutta Mr. Dhrubajyoti Chattopadhyay Mr. Prabir Patra 

Mr. Animesh Chandra Dr. Dipak Dey Mr. Rahul Roy 
Mr. Anindya Chakraborty Mr. Girija Bhunia Mr. Ranadip Acharya 
Mr. Anjan Roy Mr. Sugato Sarkar Mr. Ranjit Basak 
Mr. Anjan Saha Mr. Kallol Roy Mr. Saikat Ray 
Mr. Anshupati Biswas Mr. Kaushik Mitra Ms. Sanchita Chatterjee 
Ms. Anusuya Chattopadhyay Mr. Monosij Majumdar Mr. Sanjit Sanyal 
Mr. Arindam Chakravorty Mr. Navonil Sarkar Mr. Santanu Deb Sikdar 
Mr. Ayan Pal Mr. Nirupam Basu Mr. Shivaji Banerjee 
Mr. Banwari Agarwal Mr. Nitis Mukhopadhyay Mr. Subhashish Ganguly 
Dr. Deb Mukherjee Mr. Nitya Chakraborty Ms. Subhra Roy 
 Mr. Prabal Ghosh  

  
 

 

 

 

Our status of 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization can double your contribution to NASKA by 

as simple as downloading 501(c)(3) charitable matching contribution form from your employer's 

web site and forwarding the form to us. We will take care of all paper works. Some employers may 

need registering NASKA as eligible 501(c)(3) non-profit organization in their database. This is a 

onetime process and should take 2-3 minutes at your end to complete the form. 

This small effort from your end can go long way in making NASKA a successful organization. 

If you have any question about the process, our office bearers will be grateful to assist you. Please 

forward your queries to naskact@yahoo.com.  

 

  



SPECIAL THANKS 

Executive committee of NASKA would like to express their gratitude to all the donors and sponsors 

who preferred to remain anonymous and helped with their support and donation. We would also like 

to thank the junior volunteers of NASKA who has helped us year after year by offering their support 

during the Puja day in several activities.  

Thank you!!!  

 

   

 

  

 
A note of thanks! 

Executive Committee of NASKA Inc would like to thank you for all your support and cooperation. It 
has helped us immensely in our endeavor. Thank you for recognizing the spark in NASKA and giving 
us the opportunity to be what we are today.  

Thank you. 

 Volunteers  

 Advertisers  

 Pomperaug High School, Hamden, CT 

 New York Kali Mandir, NY 

 Bengali Association of Greater Hartford, CT 

 Local Indian Groceries and Restaurants   



Income Expense Report – 2017 
 
 

STARTTING BALANCE 2017 $27,366.91  

ITEMS AMOUNT 

Collections - Check (Sponsor + Gate +adjustments against expenses) $13,966.00  

Collections - Cash (Sponsor + Gate) $4,201.30  

Collections - Donations + Ads $2,300.00  

Collections - Pay Pal $7,600.00  

Collections - Square $926.56  

Collection - Others $19.70  

TOTAL COLLECTIONS $29,013.56  

Summary of Expenses - 2017 

Artist $7,000.00  

Artist Meet n Greet $434.00  

Sound $800.00  

Muscial Instrument to Hamden $674.84  

Insurance $525.00  

Souveniour Publication  $808.72  

School $2,917.18  

Purohit  $500.00  

Food $5,000.00  

Idol Storage and Logistics $1,080.00  

Website Renewal $1,008.64  

Miscellaneous ( Puja Items + Grocery +Publicity etc) $2,428.98  

Additional School Expense paid  $3,222.75  

TOTAL EXPENSES $26,400.11  

  

SURPLUS $2,613.45  

  

STARTTING BALANCE 2018 $29,980.36  

 



  



Best compliments 
 

from 
 

Utsav Indian Cuisine 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
  



ASIA MARKET 

Welcome to the Home of Fresh Vegetables 
Vegetables fresh from the farm 

Number one producers of Indian Vegetables in New England 

   

Now serving fresh Samosas, Pakoras and lot of other home 
cooked items 

 
 44 South Main Street 

East Windsor, CT 06088 
Phone -  (860) 831-0013 
Monday - Sunday: 10AM-

8PM 

 

 
Indian, American, Chinese, Thai and more. 

More variety and quantity than anybody in the NorthEast. 
Our quality cannot be beat, and our prices are low. 

Our meticulous vegetables have been displayed on countertops for years and years, appreciated 
by our valued customers. 
www.asiamarketct.com 

  



 

  



 


